Films You Cannot See Anywhere Else

Disability Film Screening and Panel Discussion
Wednesday, March 27th, 7PM-9PM
The SNF Parkway Theatre

Johns Hopkins Presents
An evening of accessible film
Speakers panel to follow screenings

All films shown with open captions, audio
description, and assisted listening devices

SPEAKERS PANEL

Bernadette Wegenstein
Filmmaker and Professor of Media Studies at Johns Hopkins University

Jennifer Natalya Fink
Professor of English at Georgetown University and author of Bophal Dance

Catherine Kudlick
Professor of History at San Francisco State University and Founder of Superfest

SIGN (2016)
Dir. Andrew Keenan-Bolger
14 minutes

THIS IS NORMAL (2013)
Dir. Justin Giddings & Ryan Welsh
19 minutes

EVERYTHING IS INCREDIBLE (2011)
Dir. Tyler Bastian
11 minutes

WHEN BRENDEN MET HIROE (2017)
Dir. Steve Mayer-Miller
22 minutes